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A B S T R A C T 

The incoming Imaging X-ray Polarimetry Explorer ( IXPE ) observations of X-ray binaries provide a new tool to investigate the 
underlying accretion geometry. Here, we report the first measurements of X-ray polarization of the extragalactic black-hole 
X-ray binary LMC X −3. We find a polarization fraction of ∼ 3 per cent at a polarization angle of ∼135 

◦ in the 2–8 keV energy 

band with statistical significance at the 7 σ level. This polarization measurement significantly exceeds the minimum detectable 
polarization threshold of 1.2 per cent for the source, ascertained at a 99 per cent confidence level within the 2–8 keV energy band. 
The simultaneous spectro-polarimetric fitting of Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer , Swift /X-Ray Telescope (XRT), 
and IXPE revealed the presence of a disc with a temperature of ∼1 keV and a Comptonized component with a power-law 

index of ∼2.4, confirming the soft nature of the source. The polarization degree increases with energy from ∼3 per cent in the 
2–5.7 keV band to ∼9 per cent in the 5.7–8 keV band, while the polarization angle is energy independent. The observed energy 

dependence and the sudden jump of polarization fraction abo v e 5 keV supports the idea of a static slab coronal geometry for the 
Comptonizing medium of LMC X −3. 

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – polarization – X-rays: binaries – X-rays: individual: LMC X-3. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

lack hole X-ray binaries (BXB) are an exquisite class of astronom-
cal systems in which a black hole accretes matter from a companion
tar and forms a planar structure known as an accretion disc. Such
n accretion disc is a powerful source of electromagnetic radiation, 
mitting profusely in X-ray, optical, and radio wavelengths. During 
ts outburst, the BXB transitions from a low-hard state (LHS, low flux
f high-energy photons) to a high-soft state (HSS, high-flux of low- 
nergy photons) via hard/soft intermediates states and sometimes, 
teep-power law (SPL) state (see Remillard & McClintock 2006 ; 

otta et al. 2012 ). These states are characterized by varying 
roportions of count rate and flux hardness (Belloni et al. 2005 ;
elloni, Motta & Mu ̃ noz-Darias 2011 , and references within). In the
SS, the spectrum is primarily characterized by an optically thick 

hermal component, often modelled as a multitemperature blackbody 
f temperature ∼1 keV (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973 ). Occasionally, a 
ower-law component with a power-law index � ≥ 2 is also observed 
longside the thermal component (M ́endez & van der Klis 1997 ;
one, Gierli ́nski & Kubota 2007 ). In contrast, during the LHS, the X-

ay spectrum exhibits a distinct feature attributed to Comptonization 
rom an electron plasma with temperatures between 50 and 100 keV 

Gilfanov 2010 ). 
 E-mail: akashgarg 16@yahoo.co.in (AG); rawatdivya838@gmail.com 

DR); mariano@astro.rug.nl (MM) 
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2024 The Author(s). 
ublished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society. Th
ommons Attribution License ( https:// creativecommons.org/ licenses/ by/ 4.0/ ), whic
rovided the original work is properly cited. 
Over more than five decades, the X-ray spectro-timing analysis has 
ro v en to be an important tool to map the accretion region indirectly.
esides establishing the presence of a cold accretion disc for the soft
omponent, different models such as the slab-corona model, patchy 
orona model, magnetized accretion ejection model, and more exist 
o justify the hard component in the spectra (Haardt & Maraschi 1993 ;
one et al. 2007 , and references within). Ho we ver, it is important to
ote that the inherent ambiguity regarding the nature of the Comp-
onizing medium cannot be fully resolved through X-ray spectro- 
iming analysis alone. Given this scenario, the X-ray polarization 
tudy offers an additional tool to break the existing degeneracies 
mong the predictions for the accretion flow around the black hole.
he linear polarization gives two extraparameters, polarization angle, 
nd polarization degree, whose variations with energy and time can 
e predicted and checked against the observations. 
Over the last few decades, numerous models have been proposed 

uch as Monte-Carlo polarization simulations for a thermal accretion 
isc (Schnittman & Krolik 2009 ) and a wedge, clumpy or spherical
orona (Schnittman & Krolik 2010 ). Krawczynski & Beheshtipour 
 2022 ) employed the KERRC model to determine polarization frac-
ions within geometrically thin discs and examined the impact of 
arying coronal shapes. Poutanen, Veledina & Beloborodov ( 2023 ) 
pplied radiative transfer simulations on the polarization spectrum for 
tatic and dynamical coronal regions. Podgorn ́y et al. ( 2022 ) explored
he effects of relativistic polarization using the KYNSTOKES code for 
amp-post corona model. Furthermore, Zhang, Dov ̌ciak & Bursa 
 2019 ) employed the MONK code to investigate Comptonization 
ithin the framework of Kerr space–time. Besides these, there are 
is is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
h permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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Table 1. Observation log for LMC X −3. The columns are the Instruments 
used, their ObsID, the observation’s start and end date, and the exposure 
times. 

Instrument ObsID Tstart Tstop Exposure 
(MJD) (MJD) (s) 

NICER 6101010115 60128.67 60128.81 630 

Swift /XRT 00089714001 60134.81 60134.83 1244 
00089714002 60139.12 60139.70 1772 
00089714003 60145.06 60145.20 1928 

IXPE 02006599 60132.78 60145.60 561925 
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1 https:// heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ docs/ nicer/ analysis threads/ nicerl2/ 
2 https:// heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ docs/ nicer/ analysis threads/ nicerl3-spect/ 
3 https:// heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ docs/ heasarc/ caldb/ nicer/ 
4 https:// heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ lheasoft/ download.html 
5 https:// www.swift.ac.uk/ user objects/ 
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 few more studies that probe the accretion geometry in BXB using
pectro-polarimetric signals. The launch of the IXPE (Imaging X-ray
olarimetry Explorer) mission provides the opportunity to test these
odels. Therefore, a comprehensive polarimetric study is necessary

o untangle the geometry of the accretion and Comptonizing medium
ithin these systems. 
The recent IXPE observations of the BXB 4U 1630 −47 have

rovided intriguing results. A polarization fraction of ∼ 8 per cent
n the HSS (Kushwaha et al. 2023 ; Ratheesh et al. 2023 ; Rawat,
arg & M ́endez 2023b ) and ∼ 7 per cent in the SPL state (Rodriguez
av ero et al. 2023 ; Ra wat, Garg & M ́endez 2023a ) was observed.
his observed high-polarization fraction in the HSS has captured the
ttention of X-ray astrophysicists, as it defies explanations within
he framework of contemporary models (Schnittman & Krolik 2010 ;
averna et al. 2020 ; Krawczynski & Beheshtipour 2022 ). Similarly,
sing IXPE , Krawczynski et al. ( 2022 ) has reported a polarization
raction of 4 per cent in the hard state of Cygnus X −1, which is
nusual for a low-inclination source assuming polarization is due to
lectron scattering. 

Moti v ated by the recently reported high-polarization fraction for
XB in the high-soft state, we explore the polarimetric properties
f LMC X −3 in this paper. LMC X −3 is a black hole X-ray binary
ource disco v ered in the Large Magellanic Cloud with Uhuru (Leong
t al. 1971 ). The binary system has an inclination angle of ∼70 ◦

Orosz et al. 2014 ). After its disco v ery, the spectral analysis by
hite & Marshall ( 1984 ) showed that LMC X −3 has an unusual soft
-ray spectrum, implying that the source is in the soft state for most
f the time, comprising of an ultrasoft and a high-energy component.
ater, LMC X-3 was also observed to undergo brief low/hard states

LHS, defined by simple power-law, Boyd et al. 2000 ; Wilms et al.
001 ; Bhuvana, Radhika & Nandi 2022 ) and anomalous low states
Smale & Boyd 2012 ; Torpin et al. 2017 ). Fender & Hendry ( 2000 )
onducted a radio surv e y on persistent BXB sources and reported no
adio counterpart of LMC X −3, which could be attributed to either
he distant location of the source ( ∼48 kpc, Orosz et al. 2014 ) or
ts unusually soft spectrum. The dimensionless spin parameter of the
lack hole in this source, using different missions, is reported to be in
he range ∼0.19–0.24 (Steiner et al. 2014 ; Jana et al. 2021 ; Bhuvana
t al. 2022 ). 

For highly inclined sources, if the polarization is due to elec-
ron scattering, then a high-polarization fraction is expected with
he polarization angle aligned parallel to the disc plane (Chan-
rasekhar & Breen 1947 ; Chandrasekhar 1960 ; Sobolev 1963 ). The
igh-inclination angle and the fact that LMC X −3 spends most of its
ime in the soft state make it an excellent candidate for a polarimetric
tudy. The subsequent sections of this paper are organized as follows:
ection 2 co v ers the observations and data reduction methods,
ection 3 presents polarimetric and spectro-polarimetric findings,
nd in Section 4 we conclude with interpretations and implications
f our results for LMC X-3. 

 OBSERVATION  A N D  DATA  R E D U C T I O N  

n this work, we have used Neutron Star Interior Composition
xplorer ( NICER) , Swift/ XRT, and IXPE observations of the source
MC X −3 taken during 2023 July. The observation details with each

nstrument are given in Table 1 , and the data reduction techniques
re briefly discussed in the next subsections. 
NRAS 531, 585–591 (2024) 
.1 NICER 

e have analysed observations of LMC X −3 with the NICER (Gen-
reau, Arzoumanian & Okajima 2012 ) on 2023 July 03. NICER ’s
TI (X-ray Timing Instrument; Gendreau et al. 2016 ) co v ers the 0.2–
2.0 keV band and has an ef fecti ve area of > 2000 cm 

2 at 1.5 keV.
he energy and time resolutions are 85 eV at 1 keV and 4 × 10 −8 s,

espectiv ely. We hav e applied the standard calibration process and
creening using the NICERL2 1 task. Further, the grouped spectrum
s extracted using NICERL3, 2 which also applies systematic errors
nd quality flags to the spectrum. In addition, NICERL3 also creates
ncillary (ARF), response (RMF), and background files (for the 3C50
odel) using CALDB version 20221001. 3 

.2 Swift /XRT 

wift /X-Ray Telescope (XRT) has observed the LMC X −3 in the
indow mode for three epochs between 2023 July 09 and 2023 July
0. Swift /XRT (Burrows et al. 2005 ) is an X-ray Imaging Telescope
hat operates in a narrow energy band of 0.2–10 keV with an ef fecti ve
rea of ∼125 cm 

2 at 1.5 keV. We have used XRTPIPELINE to extract the
lean event files which are then used to extract the lightcurve using
he XSELECT (V2.5b) package of HEASOFT version 6.32.1. 4 Utilizing
n online Swift /XRT tool BUILD SWIFT-XRT PRODUCTS 5 , we have
reated a single averaged spectrum from the three epochs along with
ncillary response (arf) and response (rmf; see Evans et al. 2009 )
les. We have considered grade 0–2 events for the source spectra as

he Windowed Timing (WT) mode data should not be affected by
ile-up for source count below 100 c s −1 (Romano et al. 2006 ). 

.3 IXPE 

XPE is a recently launched X-ray polarimetry observatory developed
y NASA in collaboration with the Italian Space Agency. It can
easure the polarization properties of multiple X-ray sources in the

nergy band of 2–8 keV. Besides polarization, IXPE also captures the
patial, temporal, and spectral aspects of X-ray photons (Manfreda
020 ; Baldini et al. 2021 ; Di Marco et al. 2022 ; Weisskopf et al.
022 ). IXPE has observed the source LMC X −3 from 2023 July
7 to 2023 July 20 for a total exposure of ∼562 ks. Fig. 1 shows
he NICER (top panel) and Swift /XRT (bottom panel) lightcurves
n the 0.2–12 keV and 0.3–8 keV bands, respectively along with
he simultaneous 2–8 keV averaged IXPE lightcurve (top panel)

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/analysis_threads/nicerl2/
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/analysis_threads/nicerl3-spect/
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/heasarc/caldb/nicer/
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/lheasoft/download.html
https://www.swift.ac.uk/user_objects/
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Figure 1. Top and bottom panels show the NICER (10 s bin), IXPE (100 s 
bin), and Swift/ XRT (1 s bin) light curves of LMC X −3 in the 0.2–12, 2–8, 
and 0.3–8 keV bands, respectively. 
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Figure 2. IXPE count map of detector DU1. The innermost and the two 
outer circles on the image show the circular source and annular background 
regions of LMC X −3 respectively. 
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xtracted for the source region from all three detectors. We note here
hat the NICER observation is not simultaneous with IXPE but we 
till consider it for spectro-polarimetric analysis owing to minimal 
hanges in source flux and spectral shape during the observation 
eriod. 
We used the IXPE level-2 event files for all the detector units

DU) obtained directly from the High Energy Astrophysics Science 
rchive Research Center (HEASARC) archive. We begin by ex- 

racting and plotting the IXPE count image of event files using
SELECT and DS9 , respectively, to choose the appropriate source 
nd background regions as we show in Fig. 2 (for more details, see
odgorn ́y et al. 2023 ). Further, we employ these regions (a circle of
adius 1.5 arcmin for source and an annulus of inner and outer radii of
.5 and 4 arcmin, respectively, for the background) in the XPSELECT 

ool of IXPEOBSSIM 30.2.2 6 (Baldini et al. 2022 ) to produce the
leaned source and background event files for all DUs. Then, we bin
he event files using different algorithms of XPBIN (Kislat et al. 2015 )
o extract the polarization properties of the source. The emission 
odel-independent polarization angle (PA) and polarization degree 

PD) are estimated using the PCUBE method whereas XSPEC readable 
ount I and Stokes Q and U spectra are created utilizing the
lgorithms PHA1 , PHAQ, and PHAU , respectively, for all units in the
–8 keV energy range. We have used the unweighted method and 
esponse matrices v012 of IXPEOBSSIM to produce all the polarization 
roducts. 
We have rebinned I , Q , and U using FTGROUPPHA where the I

pectrum is grouped using an optimal binning algorithm employing 
he response file. Subsequently, Stokes spectra are grouped using the 
 https:// ixpeobssim.readthedocs.io/ en/ latest/ o v erview.html 

t
∼  

p

 spectrum as a template file. We simultaneously fit the count spectra
rom NICER (in the 0.3–8 keV) and Swift /XRT (in the 0.4–5 keV)
nd Stokes spectra ( Q , U ) from IXPE (in the 2–8 keV) using the
-ray spectral fitting package XSPEC version 12.13.1. 

 RESULTS  

e carry out the standard model-independent ( PCUBE ) and spectro-
olarimetric ( XSPEC ) approach to study the polarization properties 
f LMC X −3. In the PCUBE method, the Stokes parameters ( I , Q ,
nd U ) are calculated by summing o v er the observ ed photoelectric
mission angle for each IXPE event from which one can recover the
olarization angle (PA) and polarization degree (PD) using usual 
ormulae [see equations (21) and (22) in Kislat et al. 2015 ]. In
he XSPEC method, polarization models like POLCONST , POLPOW or 
OLLIN are used along with basic radiative models to fit the count
nd Stokes spectra to determine the values of PA and PD. 

.1 Polarization properties using PCUBE 

n the full IXPE energy range of 2–8 keV, we estimate a polarization
egree of 2 . 9 ± 0 . 4 per cent ( > 7 σ significant) at a polarization angle
f 135.1 ◦ ± 3.8 ◦ ( > 7 σ significant) for the source. We have combined
he measurements of all the detectors to impro v e the confidence
nterval o v er PA and PD of the observation. Our results are consistent
ith Majumder et al. ( 2024 ) and Svoboda et al. ( 2024 ), which have
een reported simultaneously with this work. The polarization is well 
bo v e the minimum detectable polarization (MDP 99 ) of 1.2 per cent
or the source at a 99 per cent confidence interval. Fig. 3 shows the
 σ , 2 σ , and 3 σ confidence contour plots for PA and PD in the 2–
 keV band. The values of the polarization parameters are listed in
able 2 . Unless stated, the reported error on each parameter is at the
 σ confidence level. 
Further, we extract the polarization properties in four energy bands 

sing the PCUBE algorithm and summed the values for each detector
or accuracy. It is apparent from Fig. 4 that the PD is energy-
ependent. Upto 5.66 keV the PD remains constant around 3 per cent
hrough the first three energy bands, but increases significantly to 

9 per cent in the 5.66–8 keV band. The values of polarization
arameters along with their statistical significance and MDP 99 are 
MNRAS 531, 585–591 (2024) 

https://ixpeobssim.readthedocs.io/en/latest/overview.html
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M

Table 2. The PD and PA for LMC X −3 using all DUs were extracted using the PCUBE algorithm. The statistical significance 
of PD within each energy band is given in brackets alongside each PD value. The statistical significance of all the PA values 
is well abo v e 7 σ . 

Energy (keV) 2–8 2–2.83 2.83–4.00 4.00–5.66 5.66–8.00 

PD (per cent) 2.9 ± 0.4 (7.3 σ ) 2.5 ± 0.6 (4.2 σ ) 2.8 ± 0.5 (5.6 σ ) 3.3 ± 0.9 (3.7 σ ) 8.9 ± 2.5 (3.6 σ ) 
PA (deg) 135.1 ± 3.8 136.2 ± 6.7 130.5 ± 5.5 141.6 ± 8.1 134 ± 8 
MDP 99 (per cent) 1.2 1.7 1.6 2.8 7.4 

Figure 3. Contour plots of PA and PD of LMC X −3 in the 2–8 keV band 
with events from all DUs summed up using the PCUBE algorithm, and the 
XSPEC fitting method. The 3 contours represent confidence levels of 68.27, 
95.45, and 99.73 per cent. 
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Figure 4. The PD (top panel) and PA (bottom panel) of LMC X −3 as a 
function of energy with events from all DUs summed up using the PCUBE 

algorithm. 
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8 3 σ error bar. 
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isted in Table 2 . The PA, on the other hand, is ∼135 ◦ and energy-
ndependent. We also check the time evolution of PA and PD by
ividing the data into seven almost equal time bins and running the
lgorithm for each. As shown in Fig. 5 , we can measure the PA and
D significantly only in two time bins. Thereby, it will require longer
xposures to determine any significant variations in the PD and PA
ith time. 

.2 Spectro-polarimetric fitting using XSPEC 

e start by exploring the radiative properties of LMC X −3 by mod-
lling only the NICER (0.3–8 keV) and Swift /XTI (0.4–5 keV) spectra
imultaneously. We first fit the spectra with the model combination
ONSTANT ∗TBFEO ∗(DISKBB + POWERLAW) with abundances from
ilms, Allen & McCray ( 2000 ) and cross-sections from Verner

t al. ( 1996 ). The multiplicative factor CONSTANT accounts for the
ross-calibration factor between NICER and Swift /XTI spectra. The
BFEO model describes the interstellar absorption and is similar
o TBABS but allows to vary the oxygen and iron abundances of
he interstellar absorber. The DISKBB and POWERLAW components
escribe the thermal disc and non-thermal Compton emissions
rom the source. The fitting gives a χ2 of 312 for 276 d.o.f. For
ICER , we use the systematics as obtained from NICERL3-SPECT ,
hereas, for Swift /XRT, we have taken a systematic error of 3
er cent. Letting the O abundance free, it could be constrained
ell to a value of ∼0.55 times the solar abundance. To check if
 physical model like NTHCOMP can be used to characterize the high-
nergy emission, we fit the data with another model combination,
ONSTANT ∗TBFEO ∗(DISKBB + NTHCOMP) . This yields a χ2 of 403
NRAS 531, 585–591 (2024) 
or 277 d.o.f, poorer than the previous case, and thereby we refrain
rom using this model for further spectro-polarimetric fitting. 

Next, we fit the I spectra from NICER and Swift /XRT and the Q , and
 spectra from IXPE simultaneously. We first try the model com-
ination of CONSTANT ∗POLCONST ∗TBFEO ∗(DISKBB + POWERLAW)
here POLCONST is a multiplicative constant, energy-independent
olarization model. This gives a χ2 of 479 for 362 d.o.f. We have not
aken any systematic error for IXPE spectra, and all the parameters
ere free during the fitting. The PA and PD values are inconsistent
ith the PCUBE results. This is expected, as we saw in the last

ection that the polarization degree is energy dependent. 
Afterwards, we try the model CONSTANT ∗POLPOW ∗TBFEO ∗

DISKBB + POWERLAW) where POLPOW is a multiplicati ve, po wer-law
nergy-dependent polarization model. During fitting, we have frozen
 index to zero because of the energy independence of the polarization

ngle. The χ2 for the best-fit comes out to be 412 for 361 d.o.f, better
han the previous model. All the best-fitting parameters are given
n Table 3 , and the simultaneously fitted I , Q , and U spectra for all
etectors along with residuals are shown in Fig. 6 . The estimated
alue of PA is 135.7 ◦ ± 3.7 ◦, and of PD 

7 is 5 . 1 ± 3 . 4 per cent , 8 
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Figure 5. The PA (Left panel) and PD (Right panel) of LMC X −3 as a function of time with events from all DUs summed up using the PCUBE algorithm. The 
shaded region in the Right panel represents MDP 99 for each time bin. 

Table 3. NICER , Swift/ XRT, and IXPE best-fitting 
spectral parameters for LMC X −3 with the model 
CONSTANT ∗POLPOW ∗TBFEO ∗(DISKBB + POWERLAW) . 

Component Parameter Value 

polpow A norm 

(10 −3 ) 5.4 ± 3.8 
polpow A index −1.4 ± 0.5 
polpow ψ norm 

(deg) 135.7 ± 3.7 
TBfeo N H (10 20 cm 

−2 ) 5.99 ± 0.46 
TBfeo O 0.57 ± 0.15 
powerlaw � 2.4 ± 0.1 
powerlaw norm (10 −2 ) 2.5 ± 0.3 
powerlaw Flux a (10 −10 erg cm 

−2 s −1 ) 1.20 ± 0.03 
diskbb k T in (keV) 1.062 ± 0.008 
diskbb norm 24.6 ± 0.64 
Total flux a (10 −10 erg cm 

−2 s −1 ) 7.53 ± 0.02 

χ2 /dof 412/361 

a Total unabsorbed flux in the 0.3–8 keV range. 
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hich are consistent with PCUBE results within the error bars as
hown in Fig. 3 . 

 DISCUSSION  A N D  SUMMARY  

e report the first measurement of X-ray polarization in the soft
tate of the extragalactic BXB source LMC X −3 using IXPE in the
–8 keV energy band. The PD is ∼3 per cent at a PA of ∼135 ◦. The
ightcurves from IXPE , NICER, and Swift/ XRT show no significant 
ariation of the count rate of LMC X −3 across the 2–8, 0.2–12, and
.3–8 keV bands, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). Simultaneous NICER and 
wift /XRT spectra of LMC X −3 exhibit multitemperature blackbody 
mission peaking at around 1 keV. The spectra also display a 
ignificant contribution from a thermal Comptonization component 
ith a power-la w inde x of approximately 2.4. The PD increases

rom ∼3 per cent in the 2–2.83 keV band to ∼9 per cent in the 5.66–
.00 keV band while the PA shows no dependence on energy (see
ig. 4 ). The energy dependence of the PD is similar to what has been
eported for the BXB sources 4U 1630 −47 (Kushwaha et al. 2023 ;
atheesh et al. 2023 ; Rodriguez Cav ero et al. 2023 ; Ra wat et al.
023a , b ) and Cygnus X −1 (Krawczynski et al. 2022 ). 
Employing radiative transfer simulations, Poutanen et al. ( 2023 ) 
omputed the dependence of the PD with the inclination angle of
he source for both a slab coronal model and a hot inner flow

odel, accounting for relativistic plasma effects. In the static slab 
orona model, where the corona co v ers the cold accretion disc and
eed photons originate from it, they found that the PD reaches
pproximately 4 per cent for high-inclination sources (i.e. i ∼ 70 ◦) at
 keV (see top panel of fig. 3 in Poutanen et al. 2023 ). Considering a
igh-inclination angle of LMC X −3 (Orosz et al. 2014 ), our observed
olarization fraction of around 3 per cent (within a 3-sigma range, as
hown in Fig. 3 ) is consistent with this result. Furthermore, we have
etected a significant increase in the PD abo v e 5 keV, as illustrated
n Fig. 4 and tabulated in Table 2 . Poutanen et al. ( 2023 ) also found
n increase in the PD with energy for the case of the static corona for
wo different inclination angles, i = 30 ◦ and i = 60 ◦, and a specific set
f disc and coronal parameters, kT bb = 0.1 keV, kT e = 100 keV, and
 = 1.6. They show that the PD rises from ∼2 per cent to ∼5 per cent

or i = 60 ◦ in the IXPE band of 2–8 keV. Our observations indicate
n increase of the PD of up to around 9 per cent, with a lower limit
f 6.5 per cent within the same energy range, which is closer to what
outanen et al. ( 2023 ) found. The minor difference between their
esults and ours could be due to the spectral parameters we estimated,
hich could change the number of scatterings at higher energies 

nd consequently influence the PD value (Poutanen et al. 2023 ).
oreo v er, the slab coronal model is known to generate e xcessiv ely

oft X-ray spectra (Stern et al. 1995 ), and LMC X −3 also possesses
n unusually soft X-ray spectrum comprising an ultrasoft and a high-
nergy component during its soft state (White & Marshall 1984 ). So,
he spectral analysis also gives a hint for slab-like corona geometry,
ut observed polarization measurements along with the simulation 
esults provide additional support. 

Schnittman & Krolik ( 2010 ) also calculated X-ray polarization for
ccreting black holes for three different coronal geometries, and they 
bserved a consistent trend of increasing PD and a transition from
orizontal to vertical polarization across all the geometries. Ho we ver, 
hey also found that in the spectral state characterized by an inner
isc temperature of 1 keV and an electron temperature of 100 keV, the
evel of polarization is ∼3 per cent for sandwich geometry but lower
or the clumpy and spherical coronae at high-inclination angles. It 
hould be noted that their sandwich geometry is somewhat like the
lab-like corona, which we argue is a likely geometry to explain the
olarization of LMC X −3. 
MNRAS 531, 585–591 (2024) 
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M

Figure 6. The top left panel presents the results of the simultaneous fits to the NICER and Swift/ XRT spectra, while the top middle and top right panel shows 
the IXPE Stokes spectra, Q , and U , respectively. The model used for fitting the data is POLPOW ∗TBFEO ∗(DISKBB + POWERLAW) . The bottom panels display the 
residuals of the best-fitting model. For the best-fitting parameters, refer to Table 3 . 
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Poutanen & Svensson ( 1996 ) highlighted that the reversal of the
D sign is a distinctive characteristic associated with the slab corona
eometry. Here, the positive polarization indicates that the electric
eld vector is predominantly perpendicular to the slab corona,
hile ne gativ e polarization indicates that the electric field vector

s predominantly parallel to the slab corona. Using the radiative
ransfer code of Poutanen et al. ( 2023 ) and considering a slab
oronal geometry for seed photons temperature of kT bb = 0.8 keV
nd Comptonizing medium of temperature kT e = 10 keV, Podgorn ́y
t al. ( 2023 ) found that the PD changes sign from ne gativ e to positiv e
t ∼5 keV (see fig. 8 of Podgorn ́y et al. 2023 ). They suggest that
he o v erall polarization arises from emission polarized in both the
arallel and perpendicular directions, which causes a low PD in the
ystem. Ho we ver, in this work, we found that the polarization fraction
emains at ∼3 per cent in the 2–5.66 keV band and increases to ∼9
er cent in the 5.66–8 keV band as quoted in Table 2 . But, it is to be
oted that the temperature of the seed photons, the Comptonizing
edium, and the geometry of the coronal medium significantly

nfluence the energy at which the sign reversal of the PD occurs
ere and thereby could be the cause of the absence of any sign
eversal in our observations. 

In the context of BXBs, assuming a static hot inner flow geometry,
he anticipated polarization level is approximately 7–8 per cent at
 keV, as demonstrated in the middle and bottom panels of fig. 3 in
outanen et al. ( 2023 ). Furthermore, the polarization fraction can be
nhanced when accounting for relativistic plasma. Poutanen et al.
 2023 ) has shown that for Cygnus X −1, the polarimetric results
annot be explained through static coronal models, and thus an out-
owing plasma with a mildly relativistic velocity is required. Dex-

er & Begelman ( 2023 ) has also proposed bulk Comptonization of
oronal emission in a mildly relativistic wind or jet for Cygnus X −1
o explain the observed polarization fraction. Unlike Cygnus X −1,
he static slab corona geometry provides a successful explanation for
he polarimetry findings in the case of LMC X −3. It is worth noting
NRAS 531, 585–591 (2024) 
hat the possibility of an enhancement of the PD due to disc winds, as
eported by Kosenkov et al. ( 2020 ) for the black-hole binary MAXI
1820 + 070, or PD suppression due to disc winds, as suggested by
omaru, Done & Odaka ( 2023 ) for 4U 1630 −47, cannot be ruled out.
ajumder et al. ( 2024 ) proposed that a direct and reflection emission

n the partially ionized atmosphere (as suggested by Ratheesh et al.
023 , for the black hole source 4U 1630 + 47) could be the cause of
he observed energy-dependent polarization. Ho we ver, in the spectra
f LMC X −3, we have not detected any signature of relativistic disc
inds which can show the presence of any ionized atmosphere. 
If disc self-irradiation produces polarization, the PA should align

ith the jet axis, i.e. perpendicular to the disc plane in BXBs
Schnittman & Krolik 2009 ). Studies on Cygnus X −1 conducted
y Chauvin et al. ( 2018 ) and Krawczynski et al. ( 2022 ) utilizing
oGO + and IXPE observ ations, respecti v ely, hav e confirmed the
lignment of the polarization angle with the radio jet. Similarly,
ptical polarimetry conducted by Kosenkov et al. ( 2020 ) has indi-
ated that the polarization angle aligns with the jet axis for MAXI
1820 + 070 in the rising hard state. Unfortunately, for LMC X −3,
he jet angle is unknown as no radio counterpart has been reported
Fender & Hendry 2000 ), so we cannot make any comparison. 
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